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Using a component formulation, we construct the supersymmetric action for a superparticle in a three-
dimensional Newton–Cartan supergravity background and clarify its symmetries. Our construction
proceeds by first constructing the superparticle in a flat background. Next, by boosting up the background
symmetries, we replace in a first step the flat background by a Galilean supergravity background. In a
second step the Galilean supergravity background is replaced by a Newton–Cartan supergravity back-
ground. We extend our results by adding a supersymmetric cosmological constant and compare the
nonrelativistic superparticle with the relativistic κ-symmetric three-dimensional superparticle.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years there has been an increased
interest in extending the holographic principle to non-
relativistic theories. The main motivation is to widen the
applications of the conjectured AdS/CFT correspondence
and to test if it also holds away from its original relativistic
setting. There are reasons to expect that nonrelativistic
holography has applications in effective descriptions of
strongly correlated condensed matter systems [1–5]; for a
review, see e.g. Ref. [6]. Usually, one only considers a
nonrelativistic setting at the boundary, but one might also
consider nonrelativistic models both in the bulk and at the
boundary [7]. In the context of the AdS/CFT correspon-
dence nonrelativistic theories also occur as boundary
geometries. For example, the authors of Refs. [8,9] have
found that gravity theories supporting Lifshitz geometries
lead to a boundary geometry that is characterized by a so-
called torsional Newton–Cartan geometry.1 More recently,
nonrelativistic gravity and Newton–Cartan structures, see
e.g. Refs. [10,11], have also been used as a geometric way
of realizing nonrelativistic symmetries of effective field
theories [12]. Originally, before all these developments
took place, nonrelativistic superstring theories and super-
branes were studied as special points in the parameter space
of M-theory with nonrelativistic symmetries [13,14].
Nonrelativistic strings were also thought as a possible
soluble sector within string theory or M-theory [15,16].
This latter expectation was based on a similar experience
with the pp-wave/Berenstein-Maldacena-Nastase limit [17].
The goal of this paper is to make a first step in improving
our knowledge on nonrelativistic gravity and particle/
string/brane theories that underly a holography with a
nonrelativistic setting at both the boundary and the bulk.
In this work we will consider supersymmetric theories, and
we will restrict to particles, or more precisely superparticles
[18,19], only.
Nonrelativistic N ¼ 2 massive superparticles in ten
dimensions in a flat background have already been studied
in Ref. [15]. In this paper we wish to extend this analysis
and consider superparticles in a curved nonrelativistic
supergravity background. It should be stressed that, inde-
pendent of the relation with nonrelativistic holography,
there is not much literature on nonrelativistic supersym-
metry; however, see e.g. Refs. [20–26]. This in itself
provides ample reason to investigate this topic.
Part of this paper consists of a review of known results on
nonrelativistic superparticles in a flat background. To the
best of our knowledge, all nonrelativistic superparticle
actions with background fields, with or without a cosmo-
logical constant, are new.
In the construction of massive (super)particle actions an
important role is played by symmetries, both global and
local ones. In particular, it is well known that relativistic
massive superparticles have an infinitely reducible gauge
symmetry, called κ-symmetry [27,28], that eliminates






1The torsion occurs due to the fact that the boundary geometry
is invariant under an anisotropic scaling symmetry.
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κ-symmetry corresponds to a fermionic gauge shift sym-
metry, i.e. a Stückelberg symmetry [15].
When discussing the symmetries of (super)particles in a
curved background it is important to distinguish between
“proper” and “sigma model” symmetries [29,30]. In the
case of proper symmetries the background (super)gravity
fields only transform through their dependence on the
embedding coordinates of the (super)particle. On the other
hand, in the case of sigma model symmetries the back-
ground fields have their own transformation rules. We will
clarify how these sigma model transformations are related
to the transformations of the (super)gravity fields when
viewed as the components of a (super)gravity multiplet
defined in the target space.
To explain our construction of nonrelativistic super-
particles in a curved background, we will first consider
the bosonic case and take as our starting point a single
massive nonrelativistic particle in a flat background. The
action of such a particle is invariant under the (global)
Galilei symmetries, hence the name “Galilean” particle. We
next partially gauge the spatial target space translations of
the Galilean particle such that the constant parameter of a
spatial translation is promoted to an arbitrary function of
time. The resulting extended symmetries are sometimes
called the “acceleration-extended” Galilean symmetries. To
achieve this partial gauging, the particle must move in a
curved Galilean background that is characterized by the
Newton potential Φ [31].2 We will call this particle a
“curved Galilean” particle. Finally, we perform a full
gauging of the Galilean symmetries such that the parameter
of spatial translations becomes an arbitrary function of the
spacetime coordinates and the full symmetries of the
particle action are the general coordinate transformations.
Actually, to perform this gauging it is necessary to extend
the Galilei symmetries with an additional central charge
transformation3 [32,35,36]. The background is now
promoted to a Newton–Cartan gravity background that is
characterized by a spacelike Vielbein eμa, a timelike
Vielbein τμ and a central charge gauge field mμ. We will
call the corresponding particle a “Newton–Cartan” (NC)
particle. In Table I we have summarized the three different
situations described above.
In this work we will extend the superparticle actions
considered so far in two directions. First of all, we will
deform the different backgrounds with a cosmological
constant Λ. For a flat4 background the Galilei symmetries
are then deformed to so-called Newton–Hooke (NH)
symmetries [38,39].5 We will call the corresponding
particle a “Newton–Hooke” particle. The cosmological
extensions of the curved Galilean and NC particles are
called the curved NH and NC NH particles, respectively. It
turns out that the symmetries corresponding to these
particle actions are the same as in the absence of a
cosmological constant; see Table I. The reason for this is
that the Galilean and NH symmetries only differ in specific
spatial translations which all become part of the same time-
dependent translations (curved Galilean and curved NH
particles) or spacetime-dependent translations (NC and NC
NH particles). The three different cases with Λ ≠ 0 are
indicated in the last two columns of Table I.
The second extension we will consider is the one from
the bosonic particle to the superparticle. This requires a
supersymmetric extension of the gravity backgrounds in the
first place. Since nonrelativistic supergravity multiplets to
our knowledge have only been explicitly constructed in
three dimensions, we will only consider superparticles in a
three-dimensional (3D) background. A supersymmetric
version of the 3D Galilean and NC backgrounds was
recently constructed by gauging the Galilei, or better
Bargmann, superalgebra [47]. We will make full use of
the construction of Ref. [47] which, in particular, explains
how to switch between different backgrounds, with differ-
ent symmetries, by partial gauging or partial gauge fixing.
Our aim will be to investigate the action of a 3D
TABLE I. This table gives an overview of the different bosonic backgrounds used in this paper (first column). The
second and third columns indicate the names we use for a particle moving in such backgrounds plus the symmetries
of the corresponding particle action in the case of a zero cosmological constant (Λ ¼ 0). The last two columns give
the same information for the case of a nonzero cosmological constant (Λ ≠ 0). We have denoted the acceleration-
extended Galilei symmetries with “a.e. Galilei” while g.c.t. stands for general coordinate transformations. We have
furthermore used the abbreviations NC and NH.
Background fields Particle Λ ¼ 0 Symmetries Λ ¼ 0 Particle Λ ≠ 0 Symmetries Λ ≠ 0
None Galilean Galilei NH NH
Φ Curved Galilean a.e. Galilei Curved NH a.e. Galilei
eμa, τμ, mμ NC g.c.t. NC NH g.c.t.
2There is also a different way of gauging the spatial trans-
lations where the background is given by a vector field rather than
a scalar potential [32,33].
3In Secs. III and IV, where we discuss supersymmetric particle
actions, we will restrict ourselves to d ¼ 3. In that case, it is
known that the Bargmann algebra admits a second central charge;
see e.g. Ref. [34]. We will however not consider it in this paper.
4Note that after adding the cosmological constant space is flat
while spacetime is curved, see e.g. [37].
5For earlier works on NH symmetries including their super-
symmetric extension; see e.g. Refs. [16,40–46].
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superparticle first in a flat background and, next, in a
Galilean and NC supergravity background with and with-
out a cosmological constant. To indicate the different cases
we will use the same nomenclature as in the bosonic case
but with the word particle replaced by superparticle.
This work is organized as follows. In Sec. II we go
through the known descriptions of the bosonic particle to
introduce our notation and discuss the different gaugings
and gauge fixings in a simple setting. After discussing the
Λ ¼ 0 case in some detail we repeat the analysis for a
nonzero cosmological constant. Sections III and IV are
devoted to the supersymmetrization of the theories dis-
cussed in Sec. II without and with a nonzero cosmological
constant, respectively. Section V is reserved for some
comments on the role of κ-symmetry in the nonrelativistic
case. A few technicalities, that are used in the main text, are
relegated to three Appendices. Finally, we have given an
alternative table of contents of this paper in Fig. 1 which
summarizes in which sections we discuss the different
backgrounds that we will consider.
II. NONRELATIVISTIC BOSONIC PARTICLE
This section will serve as an introduction as well as a
means to familiarize the reader with our notation.
Moreover, it is a useful warmup exercise for the rest of
the paper when we discuss the superparticle. In Sec. II Awe
start by discussing the bosonic Galilean particle in a flat
spacetime without gravitational dynamics. Next, in Sec. II
B we will partially gauge the Galilei symmetries to allow
for arbitrary time-dependent translations. This introduces
the curved Galilean particle which has gravitational dynam-
ics described by a Newton potential; see Ref. [48]. In
Sec. II C we will perform a further gauging and obtain the
NC particle action which is invariant under general
coordinate transformations. Finally, in Sec. II D, we repeat
the analysis of the previous three subsections in the
presence of a cosmological constant.
A. Galilean particle
We consider a bosonic particle moving in a flat
d-dimensional background with embedding coordinates
ftðτÞ; xiðτÞg; i ¼ 1;…; d − 1, with τ the evolution param-
eter. The action describing the dynamics of this bosonic









The dot indicates a differentiation with respect to the
evolution parameter τ. The equations of motion for t and
xi corresponding to the action (2.1) are not independent.








This implies the existence of a gauge transformation. In
fact, the action (2.1) is invariant under worldline repar-
ameterizations with parameter ρðτÞ,6
δt ¼ ρðτÞ_t; δxi ¼ ρðτÞ_xi; ð2:3Þ
together with the Galilei symmetries
δt ¼ −ζ; δxi ¼ λijxj − vit − ai: ð2:4Þ
Here, ðζ; λij; vi; aiÞ parametrize a (constant) time trans-
lation, spatial rotation, boost transformation and space
translation, respectively. Note that the Lagrangian (2.1)
is invariant under boosts only up to a total τ-derivative. This
has the consequence that the algebra of Nöther charges is
given by a centrally extended Galilei algebra which is
called the Bargmann algebra [49,50]. The transformations
(2.4) are a representation of the Galilean algebra
½Jab; Pc ¼ −2δc½aPb; ½Ga;H ¼ −Pa;
½Jab; Gc ¼ −2δc½aGb; ½Jab; Jcd ¼ 4δ½a½cJdb; ð2:5Þ
where the generators
fH; Jab; Pa; Gag ð2:6Þ
generate time translations, spatial rotations, space trans-
lations and boost transformations, respectively. The
Bargmann algebra has the additional commutation relation
FIG. 1. This figure displays the different backgrounds used in
this paper and the sections where they are discussed. For each
background, the first section discusses the bosonic case while the
second section treats the supersymmetric case. The arrows
indicate the direction of gauge fixing. From left to right we turn
on a cosmological constant Λ.
6In the following we refrain from denoting these worldline
reparameterizations explicitly.
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½Pa;Gb ¼ δabZ; ð2:7Þ
where Z is the generator of central charge transformations.
Physically, the occurrence of the central charge trans-
formations is related to the fact that at the nonrelativistic
level the mass of a particle is conserved.
B. Curved Galilean particle
We next consider the curved Galilean particle, i.e. a
bosonic particle in a Galilean gravity background described
by a Newton potential Φðt; ~xÞ. The action for the curved
Galilean particle can be derived by gauging the spatial
translations (2.4) to allow for arbitrary time-dependent
boost parameters ξiðtÞ. This extension of the Galilean
symmetries is called the acceleration-extended Galilei
symmetries or the Milne symmetries [51]. As explained













The action (2.8) is invariant under the worldline repar-
ameterizations (2.3) and under the acceleration-extended
symmetries
δt ¼ −ζ; δxi ¼ λijxj − ξiðtÞ: ð2:9Þ
The acceleration-extended symmetries are not a proper
symmetry of the action (2.8). Instead, the Newton potential
should be viewed as a background field and the accel-
eration-extended symmetries as sigma model symmetries.
In particular, the transformation rule of the background
field, that we will denote by the symbol δbg, lacks the
transport terms that are present in the transformation rule
associated to a proper symmetry, denoted in this paper
by δpr
7:
δbg ¼ δpr þ δxμ∂μ: ð2:10Þ
Using this we find that the action (2.8) is invariant under the
acceleration-extended symmetries (2.9) provided the










xi þ σðtÞ: ð2:11Þ
The second term with the arbitrary function σðtÞ represents
a standard ambiguity in any potential describing a force and
gives a boundary term in the action (2.8). An important
qualification of the background field is that it has to obey
the constraint
∂i∂iΦ ¼ 0: ð2:12Þ
We will refer to this constraint as the equation of motion of
the background field.
We can reobtain the particle in flat space by setting
Φ ¼ 0: ð2:13Þ
This reduces the action and transformation rules of the
curved Galilean particle to the one of the Galilean particle
given in the previous subsection.
C. Newton–Cartan particle
We now wish to extend the curved Galilean particle to a
NC particle, i.e. a particle moving in a NC gravity back-
ground and invariant under general coordinate transforma-
tions. To describe a NC background we need a temporal
Vielbein τμ and a spatial Vielbein eμa; a ¼ 1;…; d − 1,. We
furthermore need to introduce a central charge gauge field
mμ. The action for the NC particle was already derived in












This action is invariant under the worldline reparameteri-
zations (2.3) and under the gauged Galilei symmetries, i.e.
general coordinate transformations. The embedding coor-
dinates transform under these general coordinate trans-
formations, with parameters ξμðxνÞ, in the standard way:
δxμ ¼ −ξμðxνÞ: ð2:15Þ
The transformation rules of the background fields τμ; eμa
and mμ follow from the known proper transformation rules
by omitting the transport term, see Eq. (2.10):
δbgτμ ¼ ∂μξρτρ;
δbgeμa ¼ ∂μξρeρa þ λabeμb þ λaτμ;
δbgmμ ¼ ∂μξρmρ þ ∂μσ þ λaeμa: ð2:16Þ
Here, λab; λa and σ are the parameters of a local spatial
rotation, boost transformation and central charge trans-
formation, respectively.
The proper transformation rules of the background fields
τμ; eμa and mμ can be obtained by gauging the Bargmann
algebra; see e.g. Ref. [36]. Since the NC background is the
most general background one must be able to obtain the
transformations of the curved Galilean and flat back-
grounds discussed in the two previous subsections by
gauge fixing some of the general coordinate transforma-
tions. This is discussed in detail in Ref. [47]. For the
7Assuming that xμ → xμ þ δxμ a transport term is given by
−δxμ∂μ so that the second term in (2.10) cancels the transport
term present in the proper transformation rule represented by the
first term.
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convenience of the reader, we list in Table II the gauge-
fixing conditions that need to be imposed on the NC
background fields, and the compensating gauge trans-
formations that come along with it, that bring us to the
curved Galilean background in terms of the Newton
potential Φ.
D. Adding a cosmological constant (bosonic)
We now extend the analysis and consider particles in a
background with a cosmological constant Λ. We only
consider the case of a negative cosmological constant.
One way to obtain the action and transformation rules is
by using the method of nonlinear realizations [53,54]
applied to the nonrelativistic contraction of the (anti-)de
Sitter [(A)dS] algebra which is the so-called Newton–
Hooke algebra. In the supersymmetric case this is done in
Appendix B. The corresponding Newton–Hooke super-
algebra is given in Appendix A. As we will see below, in
the bosonic case an easier way of getting a cosmological
extension is to take the nonrelativistic limit, as described
e.g. in Ref. [48], of the relativistic particle action in an (A)
dS background. Below we will discuss the cosmological
extension of the Galilean, curved Galilean and NC par-
ticles, one after the other. Following the nomenclature
given in Table I, this will lead to the NH, curved NH and
NC NH particles, respectively.
1. Newton–Hooke particle
We consider a negative cosmological constant Λ < 0
with the AdS radius given by R2 ¼ −1=Λ.8 In global
coordinates the metric of an AdS spacetime is given by
ds2 ¼ −fðrÞdt2 þ 1
fðrÞ dr
2 þ r2dφ2; fðrÞ ¼ 1 − Λr2:
ð2:17Þ
By taking the nonrelativistic limit of a relativistic particle in














once a total derivative term is eliminated. Physically, this
system is equivalent to the nonrelativistic harmonic oscil-
lator. This action is invariant under a deformation of the
Galilei transformations (2.4). In particular, the transforma-
tions under boosts and spatial translations are given by






The other Galilei transformations are not deformed. The
symmetry algebra is the NH algebra, which consists of the





In the limit R → ∞ the action, transformation rules and the
algebra reduce to those of the Galilean particle.
2. Curved Newton–Hooke particle
We can partially gauge the symmetries of the NH particle
in the same way as we did in the case of the Galilean
particle, see Sec. II B, by introducing a gravitational















It is invariant under the acceleration-extended symmetries















The explicit 1=R terms that appear in the action (2.21) and
the transformation rule (2.22) are due to our choice of the
gravitational potential ϕ. Namely, we demand that the
equation of motion of the potential is ∂i∂iϕ ¼ 0.9
Setting the gravitational potential ϕ to zero leads us back
to the NH particle. The differential equation that follows
from Eq. (2.22) then fixes the time dependence of ξiðtÞ to
be the one given in Eq. (2.19).
3. Newton–Cartan Newton–Hooke particle
A cosmological extension of the NC particle discussed in
Sec. II C can be obtained along the same lines as we
















8In the following we will express everything in terms of the
radius R.
9Note that we could simplify the formulas (2.21) and (2.22) by
defining a new potential




This would remove all 1=R terms in (2.21) and (2.22), but it
would also alter the equation of motion. By our definition ~Φ
would not be a gravitational potential. Nevertheless, for technical
reasons it is useful to define such a shifted potential, especially in
the supersymmetric case.
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This action is invariant under the gauged Galilei sym-
metries (which are equivalent to the gauged NH sym-
metries). The transformations of the background fields τμ
and eμa are given by Eq. (2.16), while the transformation of
the central charge gauge field mμ reads












By imposing the gauge-fixing conditions enlisted in
Table II one obtains the action and symmetries of the
curved NH particle; see Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22).
This finishes our discussion of the bosonic particle in
different backgrounds. In the remaining part of this work
we will discuss the supersymmetric extension of these
different particles and backgrounds.
III. NONRELATIVISTIC SUPERPARTICLE
In the same way that the nonrelativistic bosonic particle
is based upon the Galilei algebra, or its centrally extended
version, the Bargmann algebra, the action and transforma-
tion rules of the nonrelativistic 3D N ¼ 2 superparticle are
based upon the supersymmetric extension of the Galilei or
Bargmann algebra. It turns out that we need two super-
symmetries since one of the supersymmetries is, like the
time translations in the bosonic case, a Stückelberg
symmetry.
The 3D N ¼ 2 Galilei superalgebra is given by the 3D









fQþα ; Qþβ g ¼ 2½γ0C−1αβH; fQþα ; Q−β g ¼ ½γaC−1αβPa;
ð3:1Þ
where the Majorana spinors Qα are the generators corre-
sponding to the two supersymmetries.10 In the case of the
3D N ¼ 2 Bargmann superalgebra there is a central
extension given by Eq. (2.7) and by the following equation:
fQ−α ; Q−β g ¼ 2½γ0C−1αβZ: ð3:2Þ
The 3D N ¼ 2 supergravity background has been
obtained in Ref. [47] by gauging the algebra above. This
result allows us to discuss the nonrelativistic superparticle
for Λ ¼ 0, i.e. the supersymmetric version of the second
column of Table I. In the three subsections below we will
discuss the Galilean, the curved Galilean and the NC
superparticles, respectively.
In the relativistic case the superparticle has an additional
so-called κ-symmetry. In the nonrelativistic analog this
becomes a Stückelberg symmetry [15]. For the purpose of
this section we will fix κ-symmetry to avoid unnecessary
cluttering of our formulas. Some remarks about restoring κ-
symmetry are separately given in Sec. V.
A. Galilean superparticle
The Galilean superparticle was already discussed in
Ref. [15]. In terms of the bosonic and fermionic embedding












This action is invariant under the following Galilei sym-
metries:





The same action is invariant under two supersymmetries
with constant parameters ϵþ and ϵ−:
δt ¼ 0; δxi ¼ − 1
2





One may verify that the above set of transformation rules
(3.4) and (3.5) closes off shell. Note that the transformation
with parameter ϵþ is realized linearly. Instead, the one with
parameter ϵ− is realized nonlinearly; i.e. it is a broken
symmetry. This implies that the superparticle corresponds
to a 1=2 Bogomol'nyi-Prasad-Sommerfield (BPS) state.
TABLE II. This table indicates the gauge-fixing conditions,
chronologically ordered from top to bottom, and the correspond-
ing compensating transformations, that lead from the NC particle,
see Sec. II C, to the curved Galilean particle, see Sec. II B. Note
that τiðxνÞ≡ ei0ðxνÞ. The restriction τiðxνÞ þmiðxνÞ ¼ ∂imðxνÞ
follows from the gauge conditions made at that point.
Gauge condition Compensating transformations
τμðxνÞ ¼ δμ∅ ξ∅ðxνÞ ¼ ξ∅
ωμ
ab ¼ 0 λabðxνÞ ¼ λab
eia ¼ δia ξiðxνÞ ¼ ξiðtÞ − λijxj
τiðxνÞ þmiðxνÞ ¼ ∂imðxνÞ
mðxνÞ ¼ 0 σðxνÞ ¼ σðtÞ þ ∂tξiðtÞxi
τiðxνÞ ¼ 0 λiðxνÞ ¼ −∂tξiðtÞ
m∅ðxνÞ ¼ ΦðxνÞ ω∅a ¼ −∂aΦðxνÞ
10We use a Majorana representation in which the charge
conjugation matrix is given by C ¼ iγ0 and all γ-matrices are
real, i.e. γμ ¼ ðiσ2; σ1; σ3Þ.
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B. Curved Galilean superparticle
We will now extend the Galilean superparticle to a
curved Galilean superparticle thereby replacing the flat
background by a Galilean supergravity background. This
corresponds to extending the bosonic particle in a Galilean
gravity background, discussed in Sec. II B, to the super-
symmetric case.
Our starting point is the superparticle action in a flat
background; see Eq. (3.3). We will now partially gauge the
transformations (3.4) and (3.5) to allow for arbitrary time-
dependent boosts, with parameters ξiðtÞ, and arbitrary
supersymmetry transformations, with parameters ϵ−ðtÞ.
The complete bosonic and fermionic transformation rules
now read






δt¼ 0; δxi ¼ −1
2






The Galilean supergravity multiplet, that we will use to
perform the partial gauging of the transformations (3.4) and
(3.5), was introduced in Ref. [47]. Alongside the Newton
potential ΦðxÞ, it also contains a fermionic background
field ΨðxÞ. The equations of motion for these two back-
ground fields are
∂i∂iΦ ¼ 0; γi∂iΨ ¼ 0: ð3:8Þ
There is a slight subtlety regarding this Galilean super-
gravity multiplet, stemming from the fact that ΨðxÞ is the
superpartner of the Newton force Φi ≡ ∂iΦðxÞ and not of
the Newton potential itself. The transformation rules of the
Newton force are, however, compatible with the integra-
bility condition ∂ ½iΦj ¼ 0, so that they can be integrated to
transformation rules of the Newton potential ΦðxÞ. This is
done via the introduction of a fermionic prepotential χðxÞ,
that will be called the “Newtino potential,” defined via
∂iχ ¼ γiΨði ¼ 1; 2Þ; γ1∂1χ ¼ γ2∂2χ; ð3:9Þ
where the second equation represents a constraint obeyed
by χðxÞ, as a consequence of its definition. This constraint
can be interpreted (upon choosing a specific basis for the γ-
matrices) as the Cauchy–Riemann equations, expressing
holomorphicity of χ1 þ iχ2, where χ1;2 are the components
of χ. Since the Newton potential Φ obeys the Laplace
equation in two spatial dimensions, it can also be seen as
the real part of a holomorphic function Φþ iΞ. The
imaginary part ΞðxÞ of this function was called the “dual
Newton potential” in Ref. [47] and is related toΦðxÞ via the
Cauchy–Riemann equations for Φþ iΞ:
∂iΦ ¼ εij∂jΞ; ∂iΞ ¼ −εij∂jΦ: ð3:10Þ
The dual Newton potential was introduced in Ref. [47] in
order to write down the supersymmetry transformation rule
for χ. Since this is a transformation rule for both real and
imaginary parts of χ1 þ iχ2, it is natural to expect that it
involves also both real and imaginary parts of Φþ iΞ, and
this is indeed the case.
We find that the action of the curved Galilean super-
particle in terms of the Galilean supergravity background









− θ̄−γ0 _θ− − 2_tΦþ 2_tθ̄−γ0Ψ

: ð3:11Þ
One may verify that the action (3.11) is invariant under the
transformations (3.6) and (3.7) provided that the back-































The only invariance that is nontrivial to show is the one
under the linear ϵþ transformations. Varying the action











The first two terms combine into a total τ-derivative, since χ
is a function of xi and t and therefore
d
dτ
χ ¼ ð_t∂t þ _xi∂iÞχ: ð3:16Þ
The second term vanishes upon using the equation of
motion for the background field χ.
To calculate the commutator algebra it is important to
keep in mind that the background fields do not transform as
fundamental fields but, instead, according to background
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fields; see Eq. (2.10). This explains the “wrong” sign
transport term in the ϵþ transformation and the absence of
transport terms for all other symmetries. It also has the
consequence that partial derivatives do not commute with
background variations:
½δbg; ∂μ ¼ −ð∂μδxνÞ∂ν: ð3:17Þ
Another subtlety when calculating the commutator algebra
is related to the fact that the parameters ξi and ϵ− are
functions of the time t but that t itself is a scalar function
tðτÞ of the worldline parameter τ. This implies that when we
calculate commutators we have to vary the t inside the
parameters. Keeping the above subtleties in mind we find
that the commutation relations close off shell on the
embedding coordinates and the background fields.
Imposing the gauge-fixing conditions
Φ ¼ 1; χ ¼ 0; ð3:18Þ
we recover the Galilean superparticle with the flat space-
time transformation rules (3.4) and (3.5). Imposing the
additional gauge-fixing condition
t ¼ τ ð3:19Þ
we find agreement with the algebra obtained in Ref. [47].
C. Newton–Cartan superparticle
Wewish to extend the result of the previous subsection to
arbitrary frames corresponding to a superparticle in a
Newton–Cartan supergravity background. Due to the com-
plexity of the calculations we only give the result up to
quartic fermions in the action. We find that using this









− 2mμ _xμ − θ̄−γ0Dτθ−







where the Lorentz-covariant derivative Dτ is defined as




To lowest order in the fermions the action (3.20) is invariant
under the following bosonic and fermionic symmetries of
the embedding coordinates:





δxμ ¼ − 1
2
ϵ̄þðxαÞγaθ−eμa;




In the following we refrain from explicitly denoting the
local xμ dependence of the parameters.
The transformation rules of the background fields follow
from the supergravity result given in Ref. [47] and
application of the identity (2.10). We find that the bosonic
transformation rules are given by
δprτμ ¼ 0; δprmμ ¼ ∂μσ þ λaeμa;












a ¼ ∂μλa − λbωμab þ λabωμb: ð3:24Þ
To keep the formulas simple we have given here as well as
below only the proper transformation rules. The background
transformations are obtained by supplementing each of these
rules with an additional transformation under general coor-
dinate transformations; see Eq. (2.10). For the fermionic












aψμþ; δprψμþ ¼ Dμϵþ;
δprωμ





The variation of ωμab is only zero on shell, i.e. upon using
the equations of motion of the background fields. The
explicit form of these equations of motion are given in
Ref. [47]. They also follow by taking the R → ∞ limit of the
formulas in Appendix C. In the same manner we can write




















where ψ̂μν− is the covariant curvature of ψμ−; see Ref. [47] or
Appendix C with R → ∞. One may check that, to lowest
order in fermions, the action (3.20) is invariant under the
transformations (3.23), (3.25) and (3.26), upon use of the
equations of motion of the background fields.
As a consistency check we have verified that by impos-
ing the gauge-fixing conditions11 of Ref. [47] the action and
11For the bosonic case these conditions are given in Table II.
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transformation rules of the NC superparticle reduce to those
of the curved Galilean superparticle.
IV. ADDING A COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANT
In this section we are going to describe the superparticle
in the presence of a cosmological constant. Like in the
bosonic case we can derive the action by taking the
nonrelativistic limit of a superparticle in AdS space; see
e.g. Ref. [16] for an example in ten dimensions.
In the presence of a cosmological constant the relativistic
AdS superalgebra in three dimensions is not unique.
Instead, in the case of N supersymmetries, one always
finds N different versions, often referred to as ðp; qÞ AdS
superalgebras [55]. In Appendix A we give both the (1,1)
and (2,0) N ¼ 2 AdS superalgebras. As explained in
Appendix A, the Newton–Hooke superalgebra that we will
use below is obtained by contracting the N ¼ ð2; 0Þ AdS
superalgebra.
A. Newton–Hooke superparticle


















A realization of the Newton–Hooke superalgebra, for
which the explicit form is given in Eq. (A6), on the
embedding coordinates is given by the following bosonic
transformation rules





supplemented with the following fermionic transforma-
tions:
δt ¼ 0; δxi ¼ − 1
2
ϵ̄þðtÞγiθ−;







Here, the time dependence of the parameters ξiðtÞ and ϵðtÞ
is given by
ξiðtÞ ¼ viR sin t
R


















Like in the Λ ¼ 0 case, the ϵþ transformation is realized
linearly while the ϵ− transformation, corresponding to a
broken supersymmetry, is not. The superparticle thus
corresponds to a 1=2 BPS state. We have verified that
the transformations (4.2) and (4.3) leave the NH super-
particle action (4.1) invariant.
In the formulation we are using both supersymmetries
are time dependent, but θ− is invariant under constant time
shifts. Alternatively, one can absorb the time dependence of
either ϵþ or ϵ−, but not both at the same time, in a
redefinition of θ−. Such a redefinition would introduce a
nonvanishing transformation δζ ~θ− and shift the θ̄−θ− term
in the action. We prefer to keep the time-dependent
description of Eqs. (4.1)–(4.4).
B. Curved Newton–Hooke superparticle
The curved Newton–Hooke superparticle is obtained in
analogy to the curved Galilean superparticle; see Sec. III B.
This means that we gauge the spatial translations and one of
the supersymmetries, the broken one, such that their
parameters become arbitrary time-dependent functions.
This introduces the Newton potential ϕ and its super-
symmetric partner ψ. However, based upon our experience
in the bosonic case, we expect that either the transformation
rules of the NH background fields ϕ and ψ differ from the
Galilean background fields Φ and Ψ or their equations of
motion change; see the comment in footnote 9. Either way,
we cannot make use of the results of Ref. [47].12 Instead,
we should first derive the transformations rules of Newton–
Hooke supergravity as a 1=R modification of Galilean
supergravity. Once we have obtained the NH supergravity
transformation rules we can use Eq. (2.10) to get the
transformation rules of the NH background fields.
1. Newton–Hooke supergravity
We find that the following bosonic and fermionic trans-
formation rules provide a realization of the acceleration-
extended NH algebra:
δprϕ ¼ ζ∂tϕþ ξiðtÞ∂iϕþ ∂t∂tξiðtÞxi
þ 1
R2
ξiðtÞxi − λijxj∂iϕþ σðtÞ;
δprψ ¼ ζ∂tψ þ ξiðtÞ∂iψ þ 1
4
λabγabψ − λijxj∂iψ ; ð4:5Þ
and













12The equations of motion are needed to close the supersym-
metry algebra.
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These transformation rules constitute the NH supergravity
extension of the Galilean supergravity result given in
Ref. [47]. The subscript t on ϵþ;t indicates that it is a
function of time. However, unlike ξiðtÞ or ϵ−ðtÞ, the time
dependence of ϵþ;t is a very specific one, namely the one
given in Eq. (4.4). The background fields ϕ and ψ obey the
same equations of motion as in the Galilean case, see
Eq. (3.8), and are related to their dual potentials Ξ and χ
by Eqs. (3.10) and (3.9), respectively.
2. Superparticle action
Now that we have constructed the Newton–Hooke
supergravity theory, it is easy to construct an action for
the curved NH superparticle where the NH supergravity



















The transformation rules of the NH background
fields follow from the NH supergravity rules given in
Eqs. (4.5)–(4.7) after applying the relation (2.10).
As far as we know, for Λ ≠ 0 there is no redefinition akin
to (2.23) that would enable us to deduce the transformation
rules of the curved Newton–Hooke background fields ϕ
and ψ from the curved Galilean ones given in Eqs. (3.13)
and (3.14), respectively.
C. Newton–Cartan Newton–Hooke superparticle
To obtain the NC NH superparticle action we first need to
derive the transformation rules of NC NH supergravity,
viewed as a 1=R modification of the NC supergravity theory
constructed in Ref. [47]. We find the following result.
1. Newton–Cartan Newton–Hooke supergravity
The bosonic transformation rules of the background
fields are given by (3.24) and (2.25). With respect to
supersymmetry, the only 1=R modifications occur in the
transformation rules of mμ, ψμþ and ψμ−:










ðϵ̄−γaψρþ þ ϵ̄þγaψρ−Þ ð4:9Þ
















The supersymmetry rules of τμ; eμa are undeformed and
coincide with the ones of NC supergravity; see (3.25). The
above modifications induce the following 1=R modifica-



































Having constructed the NC NH supergravity theory, it is
straightforward to construct the action for the NC NH
superparticle. We find that the action, up to quartic









− 2mμ _xμ − θ̄−γ0Dτθ−













One can show that, upon using the equations of motion of
the background fields, see Appendix C, this action is
indeed invariant up to quartic fermions. This concludes
our description of the NC NH superparticle action.
V. κ-SYMMETRY
It is well known that the relativistic superparticle is
invariant under an additional infinitely reducible fer-
mionic symmetry called κ-symmetry [27,28]. In the case
of strings and branes, this κ-symmetry is needed to obtain
the correct counting of degrees of freedom. It is known
from the work of Ref. [15] that in the nonrelativistic case
the κ-symmetry is just a Stückelberg symmetry that acts
as a shift on one of the fermionic coordinates. It can
easily be gauge fixed upon setting that specific fermionic
coordinate equal to zero. Nevertheless, to obtain an
elegant superspace description of the nonrelativistic
superparticle it might be advantageous to retain this
extra fermionic coordinate since it plays the role of
one of the superspace coordinates. For this reason we
give here the results with κ-symmetry in two simple
cases, namely the Galilean and the NH superparticles.
The action and transformation rules of both superpar-
ticles are derived in Appendix B by applying the
technique of nonlinear realizations. Below we just give
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the results thereby focusing our attention on the
κ-symmetry aspects. For the full details we refer the
reader to Appendix B.
A. κ-symmetric Galilean superparticle
The κ-symmetric version of the flat Galilean super-
particle action (3.3) depends on an additional fermionic












where the line elements π0 and πi are defined as
π0 ¼ _tþ 1
4


























The commutator algebra of all symmetry transformations
including local κ transformations and worldline reparame-
terizations closes on shell.
We see from Eq. (5.3) that the κ transformation acts as a
simple Stückelberg shift symmetry on the embedding
coordinate θþ. Therefore, one could just fix this symmetry
by imposing the gauge condition
θþ ¼ 0; ð5:4Þ
which leads us back to the formulas of the Galilean
superparticle used in Sec. III A.
B. κ-symmetric Newton–Hooke superparticle
An analogous construction leads to the κ-symmetric
























































































Like in the case of the κ-symmetric Galilean superparticle
discussed above the κ-symmetry can be gauge fixed by
imposing the gauge condition θþ ¼ 0.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have constructed the superparticle
actions describing the dynamics of a supersymmetric
particle in a 3D curved Galilean and Newton–Cartan
supergravity background. Furthermore, we constructed
the actions for a superparticle moving in the cosmological
extension of these backgrounds by including a cosmologi-
cal constant. Due to the computational complexity we gave
the action in the Newton–Cartan case only up to terms
quartic in the fermions. The Newton–Cartan background is
characterized by more fields and corresponds to more
symmetries than the Galilean background. One can switch
between the two backgrounds either by a partial gauging of
symmetries (from Galilean to Newton–Cartan) or by gauge
fixing some of the symmetries (from Newton–Cartan to
Galilean). An important role in the construction is played
by symmetries. At several occasions we stressed that, as far
as the background fields are concerned, one should use the
background transformations and not the proper transfor-
mations. The latter are used in the definition of the
supergravity multiplet. The relation between the two kind
of transformations is given in Eq. (2.10).
A noteworthy feature is that the proof of invariance of the
superparticle action requires that the background fields
satisfy their equations of motion. This is reminiscent to
what happens with the fermionic κ-symmetry in the
relativistic case. We showed in two particular cases that
the nonrelativistic superparticle also allows a κ-symmetric
formulation but that in the nonrelativistic case the
κ-symmetry is of a simple Stückelberg type [15].
Although it is rather trivial, we expect that the formulation
with κ-symmetry is indispensable for a reformulation of our
results in terms of a nonrelativistic superspace and super-
fields; see e.g. Ref. [56]. Such a superspace formulation
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would be useful to construct the superparticle actions in the
Newton–Cartan background to all orders in the fermions.
There are several interesting directions in which one
could extend our results. First of all, our efforts in this paper
were limited to the three-dimensional case. Clearly, it
would be desirable to construct the four-dimensional
analog of our results. In order to do this, one should first
be able to construct the Galilean and Newton–Cartan
supergravity multiplets in four spacetime dimensions. So
far, this has not yet been achieved. Another generalization
of our results would be to go from superparticles to
superstrings or even super p-branes. This would require
taking a “stringy” generalization of the nonrelativistic
limits we have been considering here; see e.g. Ref. [48].
The case of a nonrelativistic superstring in a flat back-
ground was already considered in Ref. [16]. In the case of a
nonrelativistic curved background one could apply holog-
raphy and study the corresponding nonrelativistic super-
symmetric boundary theory.
In the case of a (super)particle propagating in three
spacetime dimensions the Galilei algebra contains a second
central charge that could be included as well. This leads to
the notion of a noncommutative nonrelativistic (super)
particle where the embedding coordinates are noncommu-
tative with respect to the Dirac brackets [57,58]. Finally, we
have found that some of our superparticles are 1/2 BPS,
corroborating recent results for relativistic superparticles
[59]. It would be interesting to verify whether the statement
that “all superparticles are BPS” [59] applies to non-
relativistic superparticles as well.
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The NH (super)algebra can be derived as a contraction of
the AdS (super)algebra. In the case of two supersymmetries
there are two independent versions of the latter one, the so-
called N ¼ ð1; 1Þ and N ¼ ð2; 0Þ algebras. In the main
text we use only theN ¼ ð2; 0Þ algebra for reasons we will
explain below.
We proceed by discussing the contraction of the 3D
N ¼ ð2; 0Þ AdS algebra. The basic commutators are given
by (A ¼ 0; 1; 2)





½MAB; PC ¼ −2ηC½APB; ½PA;Qi ¼ xγAQi;
½PA; PB ¼ 4x2MAB; ½R; Qi ¼ 2xεijQj;
fQiα; Qjβg ¼ 2½γAC−1αβPAδij þ 2x½γABC−1αβMABδij
þ 2C−1αβ εijR: ðA1Þ
Here, PA;MAB;R and Qiα are the generators of spacetime
translations, Lorentz rotations, SO(2) R-symmetry trans-
formations and supersymmetry transformations, respec-
tively. The bosonic generators PA, MAB and R are
anti-Hermitian while the fermionic generators Qiα are
Hermitian. The parameter x is a contraction parameter.
Note that the generator of the SO(2) R-symmetry becomes
the central element of the Poincaré algebra in the flat
limit x → 0.
To show that the above algebra corresponds to the
N ¼ ð2; 0Þ AdS algebra it is convenient to define the
new generators
MC ¼ ϵCABMAB; JA ¼ PA  xMA: ðA2Þ
In terms of these new generators we obtain the following
(anti)commutation relations:
½JþA ;Qi ¼ 2xγAQi; fQiα; Qjβg ¼ 2½γAC−1αβJþA δij;
ðA3Þ
while the charges Qi do not transform under J−A. This
identifies the algebra as the N ¼ ð2; 0Þ AdS algebra.





ðQ1α  γ0Q2αÞ ðA4Þ
and rescale the generators with a parameter ω as follows:
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P0 ¼ ωZ þ
1
2ω
H; R ¼ −ωZ þ 1
2ω
H; Ma0 ¼ ωGa;
Qþ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
ω
p ~Qþ; Q− ¼ ffiffiffiωp ~Q−: ðA5Þ
We also set x ¼ 1=ð2ωRÞ. Taking the limit ω → ∞ and
dropping the tildes on the Q we get the following 3D
N ¼ ð2; 0Þ Newton–Hooke superalgebra:





























The central extension Z that leads to the Bargmann version
of the NH superalgebra occurs in the following (anti)
commutation relations:
½Pa;Gb ¼ δabZ; fQ−α ; Q−β g ¼ 2½γ0C−1αβZ: ðA7Þ
The reason why we do not use the N ¼ ð1; 1Þ AdS
algebra for the contraction is essentially the same reason as
why we are interested in N ¼ 2 rather than N ¼ 1
algebras. The authors of Ref. [47] gauged the N ¼ 2
Galilei superalgebra in order to obtain commutator rela-
tions that yield fQ;Qg ∼H and fQ;Qg ∼ P, that is, the
commutator of two supersymmetries gives time and space
translations. For N ¼ 1 one can have only one of them.
The N ¼ ð1; 1Þ AdS algebra is equal to the direct product
OSpð1j2Þ ⊗ OSpð1j2Þ. Taking the nonrelativistic contrac-
tion thereof amounts to taking the simultaneous contrac-
tions of two independent N ¼ 1 algebras. However, we
already argued that this cannot lead to a superalgebra of the
desired form.
APPENDIX B: NONLINEAR REALIZATIONS
In this appendix we obtain the action and transformation
rules for the flat Galilean and Newton–Hooke superpar-
ticles by using the method of nonlinear realizations
[53,54].13 We will derive in the first subsection the κ-
symmetric action and transformation rules of the Galilean
superparticle; see e.g. Refs. [62,63]. In the second
subsection we will do the same for the NH superparticle.
The normalizations of the (to-be) embedding coordinates
that occur in this appendix differ from those in the
main text.
1. κ-symmetric Galilean superparticle
The starting point is the N ¼ 2 Bargmann superalgebra
given in Sec. III. We derive the transformation rules for the
coordinates ðt; xi; s; θα−; θαþ; kiÞ using the coset
g ¼ eHtePixieZseQ−α θα−eQþα θαþeGiki : ðB1Þ
This leads to the Maurer–Cartan form
Ω ¼ g−1dg ¼ HLH þ    − Q̄−L− − Q̄þLþ; ðB2Þ














þ ðdxi − θ̄þγidθ−Þki;







; LiG ¼ dki;
LabJ ¼ 0; L− ¼ dθ− −
1
2
γi0dθþki; Lþ ¼ dθþ:
ðB3Þ
It is convenient to define the line elements
π0 ¼ _t − 1
2
θ̄þγ0 _θþ; πi ¼ _xi − θ̄þγi _θ−; ðB4Þ
which are related to the Maurer–Cartan form via the
pullbacks
ðLHÞ ¼ π0; ðLPÞ ¼ πi þ kiπ0: ðB5Þ
The action of the Galilean superparticle is given by the


















Here, we replaced the Goldstone field ki by its equation of
motion ki ¼ −πi=π0. This procedure is know as inverse
Higgs mechanism [64]; see also Ref. [65]. The bosonic
transformations of the embedding coordinates are
13For an early application of this method in a different situation
than the one considered in this work, namely to the construction
of worldline actions of conformal and superconformal particles,
see Refs. [60,61].
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and the supersymmetry transformations are
δt ¼ 1
2
ϵ̄þγ0θþ; δxi ¼ ϵ̄þγiθ−; δθ ¼ ϵ: ðB8Þ
These transformations leave the action (B6) and all L’s, in
particular the line elements (B4), invariant.
To derive an action that is invariant under κ trans-
formations we need to find a fermionic gauge transforma-
tion that leaves LH and/or LZ invariant.
14 The variation of
LH and LZ under gauge transformations is given by
δLH ¼ d½δzH − L̄þγ0½δzþ; ðB9Þ
δLZ ¼ d½δzZ − 2L̄−γ0½δz− − δabðLaP½δzbG − LaG½δzbPÞ:
ðB10Þ
For κ transformations we find, using the explicit expres-
sions for Lþ and L−,









It follows that to obtain a κ-symmetric action we need to
take the pullback of either LH or LZ, with ½δzþ ¼ 0 or
½δz− ¼ 0, respectively. We focus here on the second case;




ðLZÞ; ½δzþ ¼ κ; ½δz− ¼ 0; ðB13Þ
where κ is an arbitrary (local) parameter. Using this we find
the following κ transformations of the coordinates:
δt ¼ − 1
2




















To compare to the action and transformations rules given in
the main text one needs to make the following redefinitions,
t → −t; xi → −xi þ 1
2
θ̄þγiθ−;
π0 → −π0; πi → −πi; ðB16Þ





2. κ-symmetric Newton–Hooke superparticle
The previous subsection was a warming up exercise for
the derivation of the NH superparticle which is a deforma-
tion of the Galilean superparticle. Here, we give only the
main results. Starting from the NH superalgebra given in
Appendix A we choose the same coset as in the previous
subsection, see Eq. (B1), and find the following expres-




































































































As before we use LiP and LH to define line elements using
the definition (B5). These will be useful when we write the
action.
Using the Maurer–Cartan form one can derive the
transformation rules of the Goldstone fields that realize
14The case of the SUð1; 1j2Þ superconformal particle is
discussed in Ref. [66].
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the NH superalgebra (A6). We find that the bosonic
transformation rules are given by
δt ¼ −ζ;








































We do not give the transformation rules for ki and s since we
do not need them in the following. The transformation rules
under the ϵ−-supersymmetry transformations are given by







while all others fields are invariant (except s). This trans-
formation leaves the line elements invariant. For the ϵþ
transformations we find the following rules:
δt ¼ 1
2








































Weare now ready to derive the action and κ-transformation
rules. Like in the Galilean case we need to require that the
action consists either of the pullback ofLH orLZ but not both,
together with ½δzþ ¼ 0 or ½δz− ¼ 0, respectively. We focus
again on the second case, i.e. we take
S ¼
Z
ðLZÞ; ½δzþ ¼ κ; ½δz− ¼ 0; ðB22Þ
with κ an arbitrary (local) parameter. Together with the
rescalings (B16) and R → −R this leads to the action and
transformation rules of the κ-symmetric NH superparticle
given in Sec. V; see Eqs. (5.5) and (5.8). After fixing the
κ-symmetrybyimposing theconditionθþ ¼ 0 these formulas
reduce to those of the NH superparticle given in Sec. IVA.
APPENDIX C: NC NH SUPERPARTICLE:
SOME USEFUL FORMULAS
In this appendix we collect a few formulas that are
needed to show that the NC NH superparticle action (4.14)
is invariant under the bosonic and fermionic symmetries
given in Sec. IV C.
The transformation rules of the background fields of
NC NH supergravity are given by those of NC super-
gravity plus the 1=R corrections denoted in Eqs. (4.10)
and (4.11). All constraints and equations of motion on
the background fields follow from curvatures of those
fields. These curvatures can be derived directly from the
NH superalgebra (A6) (with an obvious redefinition
of mμ):




aðPÞ ¼ 2∂ ½μeνa − 2ω½μabeνb − 2ω½μaτν − ψ̄þ½μγaψν−;
R̂μν







abðJÞ ¼ 2∂ ½μωνab þ 1
2R
ψ̄μþγabψνþ;






− 2ω½μaeνa − ψ̄μ−γ0ψν−;

















aðPÞ and R̂μνðZÞ do not change with
respect to the NC case discussed in Ref. [47].
Therefore, one can still use these, by setting R̂μν
aðPÞ ¼
R̂μνðZÞ ¼ 0, to solve for ωμab and ωμa in terms of the
other fields. Furthermore one can impose the additional
constraints
R̂μνðHÞ ¼ ψ̂μνþ ¼ R̂μνabðJÞ ¼ 0: ðC2Þ
In order to obtain on-shell closure of the supersym-
metry algebra on the background fields the curvature
ψ̂μν− needs to obey
γμτνψ̂μν− ¼ 0; eμaeνbψ̂μν− ¼ 0: ðC3Þ
The additional constraints (C2) and the equations of
motion (C3) are needed to proof invariance of the NC
NH superparticle action (4.14).
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